
Job Opportunity - Herb Pharm Herbal Educator for Southern California Region 
 
At Herb Pharm, we have been making premier quality herbal products since 1979. Our certified 
organic farm and medicine making facility are located in the Williams Valley in Southern 
Oregon. Our focus is to blend herbal tradition with modern science to make broad spectrum 
liquid extracts and capsules. If you are passionate about sharing your herbal knowledge in a 
retail setting, have a flexible schedule, and love to travel Herb Pharm may be the fit for you! 
  
Herb Pharm is looking for an energetic Herbal Educator for the Southern California region. As an 
Herb Pharm Herbal Educator, you will have the opportunity to know and share the story of 
Herb Pharm and provide product training to our retailers in Los Angeles and the surrounding 
communities.  Each Herb Pharm Educator is expected to perform between 5 and 20 trainings 
per month either in store or events.  Educators are encouraged to setup their own trainings, 
but are supported by the Herb Pharm sales team and brokers in the area. This position will 
require both driving and long-distance travel as well as coordination with the Herb Pharm sales 
team and other Herb Pharm educators. 
  
Here’s what we are looking for: 
 Education in herbal studies 
 Preferred - Broad herbal knowledge and familiarity with Herb Pharm 
 Responsible, dependable, self-motivated and engaging individual who is able to work 

independently. 
 Outgoing and personable, capable of fostering relationships and engaging new people 
 Basic understanding of DSHEA regulations 
 Must be able to travel – own personal vehicle with current car insurance 
 Overnight / Air travel required 
 Comfortable Giving Presentations using Power Point and PDF slides 

 
This is a part-time independent contractor (W-9) position. 
 
Send your cover letter, resume with 3 references and a 3 to 5 minute video of you sharing 
about one of your favorite herbs to Jessica Thiessen at jthiessen@herb-pharm.com.  
 
Use the following subject line in your email – 
Educator Application –Herb Pharm - (Your Name) 
  
We suggest viewing our website (https://www.herb-pharm.com/), blog (https://www.herb-
pharm.com/blog/), and Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/HerbPharm/) to learn 
more about Herb Pharm and our products. 
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